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This autobiography describes the author's flight from Vienna just one step prior to the Nazis (in
1938) with merely $20 in her pocket; her makes an attempt in manhattan to restore the Thank
You, America making a song profession she had left at the back of in Vienna; her ongoing
friendship with Eleanor Roosevelt (who later turned Shedd's daughter's godmother), She
describes her many visits to the White House, her 40-year occupation in journalism, as a
characteristic author for the now-defunct Wilmington Sunday superstar and as a radio journalist.
She produced either information and musical courses for the airwaves. She extended her
actions to incorporate go back and forth journalism, vacationing nearly each ecu country; Thank
You, America she had the chance to interview many recognized humans within the worlds of
science, politics, artwork and song which she provided on her radio software "Spotlight on
Thank You, America Success".
a couple of girl who emigrated to Delaware from her Nazi invaded homeland. I met her! The
booklet used to be fantastic!
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